How to insert a RSS feed into a page

1. Login to Mahara and click the ‘Portfolio’ tab.

2. Select a page for editing by clicking its edit button ( ).

3. Select the ‘Edit content’. From the ‘External content’ tab, select the ‘External Feed’ block and drag it to the bottom area.

4. In the Configuration screen, input the name of your feed in the ‘Block Title’.

5. Input the URL of the RSS feed in the ‘Feed location’ (e.g. Local Weather Forecast: http://rss.weather.gov.hk/rss/LocalWeatherForecast.xml)

6. Select the number of feed items to show and check whether to show feed items in full.
7. Click ‘Save’ to finish.

A sample RSS feed in a page

Local Weather Forecast
Local Weather Forecast
Bulletin updated at 13:46 HKT 20/01/2012
A fresh easterly airstream is affecting the coastal areas of Guangdong.

Weather forecast for this afternoon and tonight:
Cloudy with sunny intervals in the afternoon. Moderate to fresh easterly winds.

Outlook: Temperatures falling significantly with some rain on Sunday. Remaining cold with some rain during the Lunar New Year Holidays.
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